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4 Claim.s. (Cl. 50-198) 

This invention relates to a roof made of roof-covering 
pieces made of plastic material. More specifically, the 
roof of the invention is made up of a plurality of roofing 
tiles which automatically lock onto the battens of the 
roof frame, adjacent tiles overlapping at their edges to 
form a tight roof covering. In the roof structure spe 
cifically shown, the tiles include generaily flattiles for cov 
ering the broad surface of the roof, and ridge tiles for 
coveringa peak of the roof. 
Ceramic roof-covering tiles heretofore used have had a 

number of serious disadvantages: they are fragile, they 
are not transparent, they are heavy, and they are eXpensive 
to transport. Tiles made ofplastic material have not been 
widely used because of their lightness and the lack of 
satisfactory means to secure them to each other and to 
the frame of the roof. 
The present invention has among its objects the pro 

vision of rigid plastic tiles of such shape and elasticity 
that the tile assembly forming the roof provides a per 
fectly tight, solidly anchored roof. 

in accordance With the preferred embodiment shown 
herein, the broad tiles have incurved flanges on their up 
per and lower ends, such flanges being half-closed and 
curved back on themselves; such tiles also have a raised 
portion midway of their lower edge. The ridge tiles have 
incurved fianges extending longitudinally of their lower 
edges, such incurved fianges also being half-closed and 
curved back on themselves. The broad tiles and ridge 
tiles can be rapidly affixed upon the frame of the roof 
and to each other in an overlapping or nesting fashion. 
Such overlap is secured by providing enlargements on 
their lateral edges, such enlargements on successive tiles 
oyerlapping so as to assure the tightness of the roof cov 
ering. The broad tiles are automatically secured to the 
frame of the roof by providing spaced battens or cross 
members on the roof, such battens having a cross sec 
tion such that the tiles may be locked thereon, the battens 
being spaced vertically on the roofregular distances corre 
sponding generally to the vertical dimension of the tiles. 
There is shown herein, merely as a preferred embodi 

ment of the invention, one form of broad, roof-covering 
tiles and ridge tiles in accordance with the invention. 

in the drawings accompanying the specification and 
forming a part thereof: 

FIG. 1 is a view in plan of a broad, roof-covering tile 
made in accordance with the invention; 

FiG. 2 is a view in transverse section through such tile, 
the section being taken along the line 2-2 of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 3 is a view in longitudinal section through such 
tile, the section being taken along the line 3-3 of FIG. 1; 

FIG. 4 is a view in plan of a ridgetile; 
FIG. 5 is a view in transverse section through the ridge 

tile, the section being taken along line 5-5 of FIG. 4; 
FIG. 6 is a view in vertical Section through a roof pro 
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2 
vided with the broad roof-covering tiles and ridge tiles 
of the illustrated embodiment of the invention; and 

FIG. 7 is a fragmentary view in perspective of the 
roof on FG. 6. 

In the embodiment shown, each broad tile 1 is, as 
shown in FIGS. 1, 2, and 3, of rectangular shape. Such 
tile is made of relatively thin plastic material, as shown. 
On each longitudinal edge, the tile 1 has an open-sided 
inwardiy or downwardly open hollow enlargement, the 
size of the enlargement on the two edges being different 
so that an enlargement 2 fits fairly accurately within an 
enlargement 3. The enargements shown are in the form 
of inverted channels. The smaller en largement 2 of tile 
1 fits within the larger enlargement 3 of the adjoining tile 
When the tiles are laid on the rocf. Preferaby the area 
of overlap does not exceed 5% of the total area of the 
cuter surface of the tile. The upper edge of the tile is 
of bent or folded shape so as to forma downwardly or 
inWardly open semi-closed, reentrart angled flange 4. The 
outer side of the flange leaves the plane of the broad ex 
tent of the tile, is bent backwardly somewhat, and is then 
curved forwardly and then inwardly, as shown at 5 in 
FIG. 2. The end of fiange 5 is disposed substantially in 
Wardy of the broad extent of the tile, generally parallel 
thereto, and extending away from the body of the tile. As 
Will be more fully explained in connection with FIG. 6, 
the tile canbe sprung somewhat, by reason of the elasticity 
of the tile, so as to be affixed to the battens of the roof by 
the upper and lower flanges on the tile. 
The lower edge of tile 2 is bent or folded back on itself 

to form a downwardiy or inwardly open semi-closed, 
reentrant angled hock-like flange 7. Flange 7 fits over 
the lower edge of a batten i6, as shown in FIG. 6. Bat 
ten 6 may be the lowermost batten on the roof (FFG. 
6), or an intermediate batten, assuming that more than 
two (horizontal) rows of tilesare employed on the roof. 
The enlargements 2 and 3, along the longitudinal edges 
of the tile , at the location of the flange 4, 5, 6, at the 
top of the tile, and of flange 7, at the bottom of the tile, 
have shapes similar to those of the respective flanges. 
Each tile has a slightly raised zone 8 at the center of 
its lower edge. Zone 8 may be of a convenient or desired 
shape; it is slightiy larger than the larger enlargement 3 
of the title so that the upper end of enlargement 3 of the 
next lower tile nnay be received within such raised Zone 
8, as shown in FG. 7, when the ties 1 are assembledon 
a roof frame with successive rows of tiles staggered, or 
out of alignment, by a distance equalto one-half the width 
of the tiles. 
The ridge tiles 9, shown in FGS. 4, 5, and 6, are of a 

length equalto twice the width of tilesi, so that the ridge 
tiles may overlap one full tiie and one-half of each of the 
tiles on each side of such fu Il tile. Tiles 9 are generally 
semi-circular in shape. On each of its longitudinal edges 
tile 9 is provided with a flange S9, i?ta. Each such flange 
is in the shape of an inwardly open, reentrant angled hook, 
the body of the hook being bent somewhat backwardly 
at 11, toward the body of the tile and thenbeing bent out 
wardly, then downwardly, and finally inwardly. At its 
lower end, each fiange is bent sharply outwardly to lie 
generally horizontal, as shown in FIG. 5. The fianges 
0, 10a are of such configuration as snUgly and fairly ac 
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curately to receive the flange 4 of the uppermostrow of 
broad tiles, as show in FIG. 6. 

Tiles 9 have on each of their sides an enlargement, one 
eniargement 12 being large and the other enlargement 3 
being smaller. Eniargements 2, 13 are similar to en 
largements 3 and 2, respectively, on tiles 1, andare de 
signed to interfit or nest therewith to forma tight roof 
covering. The larger enlargement 2 eXtends through 
the flanges 9, 8a; the smalier enargenent 13, on the 
other hand, stops at the flanges d0, 6a. A narrow trans 
verse groove i 4 is positioned between enlargement 13 
and the body of tile 9. 
At a distance of one-half the width of a tile 1 from its 

ends, each ridge tite 9 has enlargements 15, 5a Which are 
a litile larger in size than the enlargements 3 of tiles 1. 
Enlargements 5, 15a extend across flanges 19, iGa; en 
largements E5, 15a permit the enlargements on the ad 
joining tiles to be received therewith, whereby the ridge 
tiles 9 and the broad tilesi are nested and locked together 
when assembled asshown. 
The 'tiles Eare mounted on the roof frame in horizontal 

rows, the bottom row being mounted first, folloWed by 
succeeding horizontal rows, as in laying regular tiles. 
The battensemployed with the ties of the present inven 
tion, however, are of special shape. The loWermost bat 
ten 16 has a generally rectangular section; the lower 
outer edge of batten 36 is first rounded and is then flat 
(FIG. 6) so as to present a surface Iying at a reentrant 
angle with respect to the upper surface of the batten, 
whereby Such surface lockingly interfits with the inner 
surface of lower flanges 7 of tiles . The other, upper 
battens 7 have the Same thickness as batten 16. Battens 
7 have their upper edges chamfered at a suitable re 

entrant angle with respect to the upper surface of the 
batten, as shown, whereby lockingly to interfit with the 
lower inner portion 5 of fiange 4 at the upper end of 
each tile . The battensare so spaced as to hold the 
t:les under a light tension, Whereby the tiles are held 
Securely on the frame of the roof. The enlargement 2 
of each tile i covers the smaller enlargement 3 of the 
adiacenttile. 
Each succeeding higher row of tiles is staggered With 

respect to the adjoining lower row by a distance equal 
to one-half the width of tiles . The lower flanges 7 of 
the next higher row of tiles a overlie and interlock with 
the flanges 4 on the upper ends of the lower tiles 1 
(FIG. 6). The upper ends of tiles Ea overlie and are 
locked upon a batten 17a, which is similar to batten 17. 
The resulting roof appears as it is shown fragmentarily 
in FG. 7. 
The ridge tiles 9 are nested and interlocked with the 

uppertiles 1ia on each side of the peak of the roof, the 
fianges 10, a being snapped over the flanges 4 on the 
uppermostrow of tiles 1a, the fianges 16, 10a resiliently 
yielding sufficiently to permit such mode of assembly. 
Any space that remains uncovered on the roof is covered 
by a half-tile. 

Because the broad tiles and ridge tiles are not fragile, 
they are easily transported; their assembly is also very 
simple. Such tiles may be made of different rigid plastic 
materials Such as polyvinyi chloride, shock-resistant poly 
styrene, polymethymethacryate, high density polyethyl 
ene, mixtures of Suitable plastic materials, polyester resins, 
statified resins, etc. Such tiles may be transparent, 
opaque, or colored. VVhen the tiles are colored, they 
may be of uniform color or poiychrome, and Such vari 
ously colored tiles may be assembled in various patterns, 
as desired. 
The rigidi plastic tiles 1 and 9 do not absorb water, 

and So cannot be damaged by freezing Weather. Such 
tiles cannot ordinarily be injured by corrosive media, since 
chemical agents generally do not attack the plastic mate 
rial of which they are made. Such tiles also are slippery 
and have an anticryptogamic action, that is, are resistant 
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4 
to plants Which do not produce flowers or seeds, such as 
ferns, moss, and algae. 

Because of Such properties, roofs made of such tiles 
may have a low slope or pitch without sacrificing their 
tightness, since Water cannot penetrate them by capillary 
action. 
The frame of the roof can be made much lighter than 

With the usual roof coverings, since the weight of the 
tiles is very low. This decrease in weight of the roof is 
not undesirable, however, because of the tightness with 
Which the tiles are attached to the main members of the 
roof frame by the battens. The broad tiles and ridgetiles 
are easily but Securely assembled after the battens have. 
been put in place. No nails or hooks are necessary in 
Such assembly. The tiles are locked to each other, thereby 
forning them into a unitary roof structure. 
The tiles of the present invention may be used on al 

types of buildings, andare particularly useful for build 
ings of light construction Such as greenhouses, hangars, 
shops, terraces, etc. 
Although only one embodiment of the invention has 

been illustrated in the accompanying drawings and de 
Scribed in the foregoing specification, it is to be especially 
understood that various changes, such as in the relative 
dimensions of the parts, materials used, and the like, as 
Well as the Suggested manner of use of the apparatus of 
the invention, may be made therein without departing 
from the Spirit and scope of the invention as will nowbe 
apparent to those skilled in the art. 
What is claimedis: 
1. A roof structure comprising an inclined supporting 

structure, a plurality of horizontally extending battens 
Secured in spaced apart rows to said supporting struc 
ture, a plurality of partially overlapping similar resilient 
tiles made of plastic material and arranged in overlapping 
parallel horizontal rows with the ends of each tile in 
each roW overlying adiacent battens in at least two adia 
centroWS of Said spaced apart rows, each tile being re 
tained under tension between said adiacent battens, a 
doWnwardly open resilient first formation on one end of 
each tile and a downwardly open resilient second forma 
tion on the opposite end of each tile, one portion of the 
resilient first formation on each tile resiliently interlocked 
With one of said battens which it overlies, the resilient 
second formation on each tile overlying and resiliently 
interlocked with a second portion of the resilient first 
formation on a tile in the vertically adjacent row of 
tile Wherein each tile in each row is removably retained 
in position under tension. 

2. A roof structure as defined in claim 1 wherein each 
tile has downwardly open channel formations extending 
along each of its side edges, one of said side channel 
formations being of greater cross section than the other, 
the larger side channel having an upper surface 1ying 
Substantially above the broad upper surface of each tile, 
and Wherein the side channels of horizontally adiacent 
tiles in each row of tiles are overlapped with the smaller 
channel on one tile underlying and received within the 
larger channel on the said adiacent tiles. 

3. A roof structure as defined in claim 2 whereintiles 
in Succeeding horizontal rows of tiles are staggered so 
that the side edges of the tiles in each horizontal row of 
tiles are out of alignment with the side edges of the ties 
in adiacent horizontal rows, a short downwardly open 
cap-like formation secured to the end of each tile over 
Iying said resilient second formation, and said cap-like 
formation positioned transversely on said tile end for 
receiving thereWithin the upper end of said larger side 
channel on the vertically adiacent tile in the adiacent 
row of tiles. 

4. A roof structure comprising an inclined supporting 
structure, a plurality of parallel horizontally extending 
battens Secured in spaced apart rows to said supporting 




